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Milan Supply Chain Solutions Launches New Media Channels

Milan Supply Chain Solutions Builds on its History of Connecting Manufacturers, Drivers and
Warehousing

Milan, Tennessee (PRWEB) June 01, 2016 -- Milan Supply Chain Solutions’ updated name, website and social
media platforms continue to build on the diverse services the company offered under its previous name, Milan
Express. Retaining its focus on bringing together manufacturers, drivers and warehousing to meet business
needs, Milan SCS has launched a new website, along with LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook and Instagram
accounts.

“Our new website’s flexible features and our social media channels that appeal to different audiences allow us
to answer questions about our licensed food-grade warehouse, security measures and more,” Brad Morris said.
He is vice president of sales for Milan SCS. “They also provide an ideal platform for showcasing the dedicated
work of our drivers and employees, while connecting with those who are looking for meaningful employment
on the Milan team. Providing easy methods for our clients and our staff to connect is essential as our growth
serves others.”

Milan SCS brings together vital components to keep business moving, linking manufacturers with
transportation and warehousing services to solve the logistics problems they face. With 530,000 square feet of
warehouse and distribution space in Milan and Jackson, Tennessee, Milan SCS also offers complete asset based
transportation services. Their experience, flexibility, expertise and financial resources have served a diverse
portfolio of companies the past five decades, including those in the Fortune 500.

Founded in 1969 as a family business, Milan Supply Chain Solutions is a transportation services company
specializing in truckload, logistics, warehousing/storage consolidation and distribution services. Additional
information is available at www.milanexpress.com and through several social media channels: LinkedIn,
Facebook and as @drivemilan on Instagram and Twitter.
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Contact Information
Dawn Bramblett
Bramblett Group
+1 731-989-8019

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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